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mu-ralculus, but not in I+,,,, an4 from this that LUlo and the mu-calculus are 
incomparable in expressive power. 

The important subformalism which we call the “continuous” mu-calculus is 
contained in L,,,,. is formalism appears to be adequate for expressing most facts 

of interest about rministic progra schemas. Nevertheless certain facts about 
non-deterministic schemas, e.g. that all possible execution sequences terminate, are 
not necessarily expressible in it (they are directly related to well-foundedness 

properties); moreover, termination properties of deterministic schemas can profita- 

bly be looked at in t is way (sze [3]), and can be established using arguments 
fsrrmalised in the non-continuous formalism. 

Rather than referring back to other formulations of the mu-calculus, we have 
presented a slightly different (and perhaps more easily absorbable) formulation in 
Section 2, which we hope will make this paper comparatively self-contained. 

Informally, we obtain a n~ca.lculus by adding to first-order predicate logic a 
recursion operator p, juhich augments the logic sufficiently to express properties of 
the relations computed by flow-chart schemas [6] or recursion-equation schemas [7] 
on arbitrary first-order structures (or data types, if you like). The p operator is in a 
sense an alternative quantifier for relations, replacing the “classical” quantifiers V, 

on relations, but not on individuals. 
Formally, there is a variety of ways in which to present this calculus. Perhaps the 

more elegant formul on is the one made in terms of the polyadic relational 
systems of Park and itchcock [3], or de Bakker and de Roever [B], in which 
individual variables are suppressed, and the roIe of existential quantification nn 
individuals is taken over by the composition operator between relations, which is, 
arguably, more natural when talking about program;i. The formulation below has 
been chosen for t e sake of comprehensi ility, being based on the more tradi 

redicate logic. 
is to be described in terms of an alphabet which includes t 

ite classes of symbols: 

ividual variables) 

?l 

2 
. . . icate letters), It 3 0. 



(IV) X!, i 20; 

is formally mon 
Substitutions. 

for substitutions for individual variables and predicate letters within w 
usua1, a strict de nition requires care; P here might need al 
bound u..uiables before t e substitutions are made. Note 
variables and predicate le ers may be bound, the former by 
WC: omit rigorous definitions of these notions here, which should be routke 
reader f;dmiliar with p 

cakxlhls symbC-J5 wi 
eless, the choice of ( 

basic operations, since this is of consequence to the de 
nd especially of formal cant 
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of ;his function;al, i.e. the intersections Of all 
make XT, I; equivalent. Since the 
these relations, such a minimal fix 
(see [7]>. 
(Note. From a theore ukiple (simuhaneous) fixpoints can br: 
defined in terms of 1 

for semantic entailment. ifT every assignment which gives P the value 
true also satisfies in the same sense. Then 

P 3 e=3 Pt= and cQ#=P 

defines equivalence between can extend these notions to n-rts, by saying 

9 iff F(yl 0 y,), for all variables yl l l l y,,; 

F(yI, y2, 8 ’ 09 yn) k G(Yl, Y2, mg ., yn) for all sets {yl, y2,. . ., yn 
distinct variables none of which occur free in F or c. 

or cosmetic liberties with names of variables). Given 
ihtended to denote relations on the natural numbers as 

follows: ‘; 

Z(x): ‘h = O”, 

W(x, y): ‘by = x + I”, 

duction axiom for arithmetic can t en Ibe written as: 

e can also obtain a $rt for the addition function “z = x + y “: 



Note that pk hsids i 
e 
Y 

& { v} holds iff t cfre are at Bless s 

in K 

dtive if it is ~~~~~a~~~t to a booka 
for k =S p., and (*if identities [y = z] 
p-primitive iff t $2 v+ff F(y,, y:, . . ., yn) 
yl, y2, * - -, yn. 

hieh occur in F.) In terms of p- 

can be didnat: 
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eonsisbi5g of a conjunction of ine 
II. 

J9) A 7[y =ZilS[#&l$+lV[ 
i=l 

WhCXle = (21, zz, . . ., 2,). 

The result follows, noting tha - I in (3), whit 

which introduces new wffs pie 

Our main result is a corollary caf the fdowing theorem. 

. be any wfl free predicate letters chosen fmm K, K, . g ., K, 

free individual varia s chosen from a finite set of k symbols. 
that,, whenever F,, g are p-primitive tts, p 23 NP.L, . . ., L m wi 
variatbes chosen from V, then [FJY,, F’JY2,. . ., &iY,,,]p is p-primitive. 

y induction on the length of P; the cases are as follows: 
(I) for P = tru k=srem trivial with NRk = 

1, theorem follows from in 
(p-primitive wffs are closed 

clearly.) 
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Note. We have, in effect, shown that the mlJ-calculus without free predicate letters 
is no more powerful than first-order predicate logic on its own. It follows that 
finiteness is not expressible even by an infinite set of wffs of the mu-calculus, since 

this property holds for first-order logic, as is well-kno n (see, for exam 

Shoenfield [ $3). 

We can now see what is implied regarding the relationship with second-order 
predicate logic, by noting that finiteness is easily expressible if, for example, we 
allow universal quantification over binary relations: 

(~x)i~y)IX(x,~)~X(~,x)c*Ex = ~11 

(x9 Y 1 L’ WY9 x )I1 

(every linear ordering ian the domain has a maximal element). 

The language LU1, is obtained if one takes the closure of first-order predicate- 
logic (defined, say, by (I)-(V) above) with countably infinite conjunctions and 
disjunctions in addition to the usual finite operations. In this language finiteness is 

expressibIe, for example by tf-e single infinite expression [ V F=, 7 pi], which is a 
well-formed formula of the language. Lwl, can therefore express properties of 
structures not expressMe in the mu-calculus. 

On the other hand, a well-known result due to Scott (see [4, Ch. lo]) is that 
‘“well-foundedrress” of binary relations X (that there are no infinite sequences 

a~, al, a2, . . . such that (ai, ai+*) for all i) is not expressible in LmI, But this 
property is now expressible in the mu-calculus, by, for example, 

Y )[WY, x)-, VY Ml(x)* 

u-calculus are in fact incomparable in expressive power. 
note the status of th 

otonicity constraint of is strengthened to o 

icate letter o occurrence 8 



Finitevtess is mu -in 

he lattice-theoretic se 
y continuous fu~~ti 

continuous mu-terms c 

o that there is a systematic met 
into L,,,. 

from the continuous rnua~a~~ 

Hence the continuous mu-calculus is strictly wea 
both L,*, and the full (monotone) mu-calculus. 

foundedness is ex ssible in the continuous calculus. 
mu-calculus is its still strictly stronger than first-o 
presented abcve (among ot er things, by the expre 
ences between program schemas). 

The work reported here was conceived and initiated during the author’s visit to 
the Department of Systems and Mormation Sciences, Syracuse University, as 
Visiting Professor. 
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